
Transportation Provider Partners

Via Mobility Services

Denver Regional Transportation District

City and County of Broomfield (Easy Ride)

Seniors’ Resource Center

Technology Partners

DemandTrans

RouteMatch

Project Manager

Transit Plus



Project Goals

Build off Via/Call-n-Ride success

 Enable coordination of trips between 

providers 
 Exchange trip information through technology

○ Automated

Replicable, scalable, and cost 

effective





Technology

 How to transfer information? 

○ A data exchange hub.

 Open source software selected 
○ Open Source = original source code is made publicly 

available and may be redistributed and modified

 Utilize Ride Connections software*
○ Ruby on Rails conversion to Java
 Ongoing support

*We learned about Ride Connections through the original VTCLI 
project.



Lifecycle of a trip



Figuring out the “Hub”

 When and how would information get 

transferred from the Hub to providers?

 Application program interfaces (API’s) or 

adapters needed 

 Communication

 When did providers want information?

○ Automated versus manual



Customer Service Guidelines

Business Rules Committee

 Consistency between providers

 Customers

 Fares/voluntary contributions

 Financial decisions

 Seatbelts

 Ages

 How to communicate between providers

 Trip changes

 Data



Client Intake Guidelines
General: upper and lower case used, no 

periods

 First name (how they want to be addressed)

 Official name (legal name)

 Last name

 Address (no # symbol, use second line for 

apartment or building number)

 Disabled (when to use it)

 Low income (using HHS Poverty Guidelines)



Mobility Requirements

 Ambulatory

 Wheelchair

 Knee Walker

 Unstable needs assistance

 Walker

 Ambulatory Lift

 Ambulatory

 Scooter

 Extended Leg W/C = Extended Leg 
Wheelchair

 D2D Ambulatory = Door to door ambulatory



Service Needs

 Oxygen

 Walker

 VIP = Visually impaired

 HIP = Hearing Impaired

 MIP = Memory Impaired

 Wheelchair

 Electric Wheelchair

 Wide Wheelchair

 Wheelchair, can transfer

 Scooter

 D2D = Door to door

 DTD = Door through door

 NLA = Never leave 

alone/no leave alone

 Crutches

 Cane

 Service Animal

 Driver Alert

 IDD = Intellectually or 

developmentally disabled

 SD = Seizure Disorder

 Other

*Gate codes and “unstable” 

will move to notes instead



Trip Purpose
 Medical

 Personal

 Adult Day Program

 Employment

 Grocery

 HR = Health Related (includes dentist, pharmacy, 
etc.)

 Dialysis

 Recreation

*There may be other codes that providers may use but 
those trips are not likely to be put in the hub (for 
example, Broomfield meal program code).



Medical Problem ID
 MIP = Dementia

 VIP = Vision Impaired

 HIP = Hearing Impaired

 IDD = Intellectually or developmentally disabled

 SD = Seizure Disorder

 Mental Health

 Speech Impaired

 Temporary Disability

 Neurologic and Degenerative Diseases

 Kidney Disease



Hub Demonstration



MSAA
Trip Exchange
Walkthrough



Trip is created in originating providers scheduling 
system

Service 
= MSAA

Adapter
criteria 
looks for 
trips 
where 
service 
= MSAA



Trip is placed in Unscheduled Trips staging area in 
RouteMatch

Screen clipping taken: 10/09/2017 11:46 AM



Email is sent from Exchange to indicate that trip was 
received and to indicate that an Exchange partner 
has created a trip ticket



Trip is displayed on Exchange



Exchange partner logs in and claims trip 



Trip claim details



Trip claim successful



Notification from Exchange that claim was approved

Screen clipping taken: 10/05/2017 8:42 AM



Exchange trip status updated after claim approved



Routematch originating provider assigns trip to MSAA 
phantom vehicle for trip reporting purposes



Editing trip details on the Exchange



Email notification for updated trip



The keys to the MSAA project success

 Build upon past successes with Via and 

Call-n-Ride

 Had a clear purpose and stuck to it

 Committed partners

 Persevered to find a solution

 Coordination is complicated



Questions?




